VACCINES......REACTIONS by Cindy Tarquinio
There are so many reactions that your fur baby can get from vaccines. Some reactions
appear immediately or with-in several days, however some reactions take weeks,
months and even years to appear! Here is a list of possible reactions and how long it
takes for them to appear
REACTIONS HAPPENING IMMEDIATELY OR WITHIN SEVERAL DAYS:
1. Soreness or pain
2 Fever
3. Lethargy
4. Vomiting
5. Facial swelling
6. Circulatory
7. Loss of consciousness
8. Death
9. Shock
10. Oral ulcers
11. Injection site redness or swelling
12. Refuse to eat
13. Hair lists
14. Conjunctivitis
15. Sneezing
REACTIONS HAPPENING WITHIN DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS OR YEARS OF
VACCINATIONS:
1. Tumors at the injection site
2. Seizures and Epilepsy
3. Allergies
4. Muscle weakness, especially lack of hind end coordination
5. Chronic digestive order
6. Skin disease
7. Auto-immune diseases effecting the thyroid, joints, blood, eyes, skin, kidney, liver,
bowel and central nervous system.
8. Behavioral problems, severe separation anxiety, and odd obsessive behavior like
obsessive tail chasing or excessive paw licking.
By now most of you know that my Bella contracted Auto-immune Spinal Meningitis due
to over dose of vaccines. Since researching this subject I have learned that due to the
overdose, her consistent paw licking AND severe separation anxiety is also a reaction.
Being a rescue I "assumed" her separation anxiety was due to her abandonment, but it
is so severe that it makes more sense that it is a reaction. Please take these seriously!
IF YOUR DOG GETS A REACTION
If your dog is breathing heavy, face swelling, eyes watering, vomiting, hives or seizures
and collapses, your dog is having a LIFE THREATENING ALLERGIC REACTIONS!

Call your Vet and go right away to the Vet or Emergency facility. Let someone drive if
possible so you can give your dog constant observation and comfort.
Report ANY symptoms regardless how mild to your Vet, USDA office and Drug
Manufacturer! Make sure your Vet puts it in Fido's file! The Vet will more than likely NOT
report it. Go to:
Truth4pets.org/reporting-reactions/
Your Vet will more than likely tell you it is not a reaction from the vaccine. If YOU
suspect it is a reaction, ask to read the package insert. If the Vet says they don't have it,
call the drug manufacturer. If the Vet insist it is not a reaction go to:
www.dogs4dogs.com/blog/2011/12/17/why-vets--don't-recognize-vaccine-reaction
I hope that this helps at least one person in saving their fur baby from what Bella went
through. They don't deserve this! Something that "we" inadvertently did to them
regardless whether it was well intentioned. You are your fur baby's advocate, let's keep
them safe!

